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ently outgrown.

am no longer in love with

I didn't want to leave, really. But

Nintendo. That's a big statement for me to make. And a

what I discovered after years of

hard one as well. Nintendo

blind devotion was that Nintendo

has been the object of my affection

wasn't about me. Much like a real

for the majority of my life. I fell in

relationship that I have gotten out of

love with the company when I was

in recent years, this wasn't mutually

7 years old. At first, it was puppy

beneficial or healthy. While I gave

love but it moved to a full-blown

my hard-earned adult dollars, Nin-

relationship with the purchase of
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my SNES in 1992. Nintendo and I

vor of new gamer Joe Blow who

were inseparable for a decade until

didn't care about anything other

cracks in the facade of our relation-

than the flavor of the month music

ship started to show around the

game. I'm all for drawing in new

time of the GameCube.

consumers for your financial bottom
line but don't disavow your core

Now, I'm not one to kick a man (or
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sadly, it seemed that as our our rela-

iteration of Mario causing massive

audience, many of whom have
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grown up because of and through
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of a single reason to keep my Wii.
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f you’re anything like the

they might be supremely impressed

typical GM, you have at one

at the GM’s incredible planning

point or another asked your-

abilities. And if you can keep your

self the following question:

grins of gleeful mirth hidden behind

What do you do if the players don’t

your hand, you can continue to play

do what you want? The question

this kind of trick on the players end-

underlines a classic GM problem. As

lessly.

the GM, you are expected to be a

I’m not going to justify this kind of

storyteller for your players, but at

behavior beyond the obvious. It will

the same time, you’re supposed to

save you, as the GM, a lot of trouble

tell this story in which the main

and hassle when your players go the

characters of the story have their

other way. Actually, there is a way

own free will to wander hither and

to justify it. The key is what you do

dither. What’s an honest GM to do?

after the session ends.

Basically, the idea, as awful as it

At this point, you have a week or

sounds, is to lie and cheat like a bas-

more to adjust your future plans.

tard and then make up for it later.

You’ve got time to take out the prep

You lie and cheat in order to make

work and make adjustments that

your gaming material fit what the

decided to give it a pass. So, they

left, and there’s no troll cave.

take into account the players’ new

players want to do. Then, later, after

went down the other fork in the

There’s an inn.” “Great,” says the

direction. In this specific example,

they leave, you re-write like crazy

road. What’s there? I’ll give you

PCs, “We go in and have a beer!”

the GM might scrap their previous

everything you prepared for the

three tries to guess it. OK, time’s up,

GM says, “OK, the inn’s empty.”

plan to dive into a gritty under-dark

next game to make it fit what they

it was a troll cave. Needless to say,

The PCs are piqued. They hear a

campaign and instead develop an

did.

the players were a little irritated

faint moaning coming from the cel-

above-ground, interaction-with-the-

since they didn’t really want to tan-

lar. The PCs go to explore. The cellar

locals theme. I’m just making that

may seem like a bad thing but it all

gle with a troll cave. So, they went

has a hole broken through the wall,

proposal based on what the PCs in

comes out right because actually

back the way they came, and en-

and when the PCs explore they dis-

the example seem to want. They

you can give them a lot more free-

countered another troll cave! “How

cover … a troll cave!

seem to have expressed a prefer-

dom in the long run if you use this

come we didn’t see it before?!” they

Clever, eh? Just a little bit of sim-

ence, maybe, for building-oriented

strategy. Anyway, don’t tell them

protest. “Well, you just didn’t notice

ple misdirection, a change of paint,

adventures over dungeon adven-

you’re doing it, either.

it before,” replied the GM evenly.

some window dressing, and the GM

tures. Don’t assume it, though; ask

He had to be ready, so everywhere

has hustled the PCs into playing the

them. Use their feedback for your

they went: troll cave.

very scenario they tried to avoid

future designs. If you do that, every-

earlier.

one comes away with something

Lying to and cheating your players

Picture an ancient gaming convention seminar on GMing. The speaker
got up to talk about a game they

I have no idea if the players even-

once played. They prepared a troll

tually gave in or what, but that’s

Are they annoyed? Well, that all

cave for the PCs to explore. The

beside the point, anyway. A lot of

depends on how the GM plays the

players came to a fork in the road

you are thinking this GM is a

scenario out. If the troll cave con-

and decided to head right, where

crappy GM and, apparently, he took

nects through elaborate tunnels to

prepped adventure even if the play-

after a few hundred feet, they no-

a fair bit of heat from the audience.

the original troll cave the PCs

ers cry havoc.

ticed up ahead that there was a troll

But fundamentally, he was right. He

avoided in the first place, they

cave along a ridge to the side of the

had prepared a troll cave. Think

might think that it was all played

paign more closely tailored to what

road.

about how he could have covered

from the book, as prepared ahead of

they want. It’s a win-win situation.

his tracks and fooled the players. He

time.

Just be sure you don't let them

Unfortunately, the players didn’t
want to risk a troll cave and they

could have said, “Alright, you go

In fact, instead of being annoyed,

gained, and your game will move
much faster.
You get to use your carefully

The players ultimately get a cam-

know your secret.

Classic focus on Castlevania
BY LYNDSEY MOSLEY | GAMING INSURRECTION

W

hen Castlevania hit the streets in
1986, it was destined to become
a classic. The game featured detailed graphics, a great soundtrack and a decent storyline. There wasn't much
like it on the market except for a little game
called Metroid, but comparisons in the Metroidvania vein aside, Castlevania had what it
took to enthrall gamers and keep them coming
back for more. A series that's still going today,
Castlevania just celebrated 25 years of the Belmont family slaying the scourge of Dracula every
100 years. We're giving a classic its due with the
Belmont star who started it all in Castlevania for
the NES.

PHANTOM BAT

QUEEN MEDUSA

MUMMY MAN
FRANKENSTEIN'S MONSTER AND IGOR

GRIM REAPER
DRACULA/SPIRIT OF DRACULA

* Special thanks to Castlevania Dungeon
for boss art

I

have had a long-standing love for the music of
Castlevania ever since I discovered the original
game in 1988. I couldn't make it through the
majority of the game, but the soundtrack was so
memorable it stuck with me for years as my progress
moved forward. It took the advent of MP3 players before
I actually had the soundtrack, but it was worth the wait.
There are a few tracks that stand out for me, and these
are the few that I think are worth listening to time and
again to gear up or the battle against Count Dracula.
Vampire Killer — It would not be Castlevania without
Simon Belmont's signature
song. As a matter of fact, I
wouldn't even bother calling a game Castlevania
without it, whether or not
Simon is in the game. It's
that entangled with the series. It's creepy and reminds of exactly what Castlevania is: A trip through a
haunted castle filled with
the king of the undead and
his minions.
Wicked Child — The first time I made it to the Mummy
Bros. stage, I purposely stalled as long as I could so that I
could keep listening to the stage theme. I never forgot
what I heard, and it was nearly 10 years later that I discovered the title of the tune. Because it's available on the
Akumajo Dracula Famicom Best soundtrack, I immediately bought it, forking over $40 at the time. As I like to
point out about the important things in life: This is crucial. I love the beat and it gets me pumped up to fight the
bone-throwing skeletons and ravens that attack throughout the stage.
Poison Mind — Like Vampire Killer, I associate this
track solely with the original Castlevania. This is what we
like to call classic at GI. The first time I heard it, I was
struggling to understand how to beat a giant bat creature
who kept swooping in and taking life points away from
Simon. What I later learned from talking with others at
school was that not only did I need to get the Triple Shot
powerup that is hidden in one of the blocks at this partic-

ular part, but also I needed to get the throwing ax so that
I could safely take on the boss without taking damage as
bad. I will forever associate the theme with fighting a
boss, no matter what game I might be playing at the time.
Starker — Once upon a time, I couldn't make it past
stage 4-5 and stage 6, or what's commonly referred to as
“the first level with the Medusa Heads.” So, that meant
hearing the stage music constantly because I would forever be stuck somewhere between unsuccessfully

attempting to jump, being killed by falling spiked platforms or dodging a Medusa Head that was threatening to
push me to my doom. It wasn't as bad as it sounds, considering that once I got to Medusa I could beat her easily.
There's nothing like hearing Poison Mind again as you're
taking down the mistress of stone in her own fortress.
Lyndsey Mosley is editor in chief of Gaming Insurrection.
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For 25 years, the Castlevania series has sent legion of
players to take on Dracula and his minions. But what
if you were playing the same game repeatedly?
That's what happens in the storyline of the first game
in the series. Castlevania, released in October 1986 in
Japan and May 1987 in North America, has been remade several times but called different names. Series
producer Koji Igarashi (stylized as IGA) has worked
on the series canon and timeline to establish when
certain games actually take place. Here's a rundown
of the official remakes of Castlevania.
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ready, set, begin!

I'm no gearhead though I can
pretend with the best of them.
I do enjoy sitting down to play
simulation and arcade racers,
however, and Forza 2 provides
the best of both worlds.
This is Microsoft Studios and
Turn 10's baby. It's got enough
under the hood to give Gran
Turismo a serious run for its
money and to make racing aficionados take notice. Silky
graphics, a wealth of robust
options for tuning and tricking
out cars, and it's already putting a dent in the lead by GT.
Add in the fact that it's accessible for anyone to literally pick
up the game, choose a car and
track and get started, and it's
now beating GT past the turn.
GT was never this accessible
and easy to learn despite its
suite of choices.
What I love the most about
Forza 2 is that it makes its
point in the beginning and
doesn't beat around the bush
to let you know that it's serious about racing. When I
started up the game, I just
wanted to race. I found what I
was looking for easily, I didn't
have to fuss with options and I
just jumped right into a car
and track that I felt would be
easy for someone of my skill
level (i.e. no skill level). As I
glided around the track, I applied real-life driving techniques. While that wasn't necessarily the best thing to do on
every turn, the fact of the matter is if I could do that and stay
on the track as often as I did,
Turn 10 is doing something
right.
Getting deeper into the career options and tuning cars is
something designed to suck

you in quickly. Yes, you can
get it in GT as well, but I like
how it's presented here. It's
easier to really understand
what it is I'm doing and
achieving in the garage and on
the road. It's laid out a little
more simply for the average
driver to understand and
while it's prettified and
dressed up in the language
department, diagrams make
all the difference in the world.
While I was studying diagrams of what the latest performance tires would do for
me in a race, I noticed the cars
and boy, were they pretty. I'm
not a gal that's high on how
beautiful a game looks, but I
sure do love the way this game

looks and then some. The dynamic lighting on cars and
tracks and even the realistic
way backgrounds and roadways look will floor you, and
this is a 2007 game that we're
talking about. Everything
about the game looks realistic
with probably the exception of
people on the side of the road
during races. Other than that,
I'm still amazed at how gorgeous the textures are and
how fluidly everything works.
Audio-wise, I have no prob-

lems with what's presented.
It's got some of my favorite
artists, such as Goldfrapp and
Pharrell, featured and I like
how well the music mixes with
the presentation. It's very
sleek, which is always a good
look for any racer trying to improve in its sophomore outing.
The one place I have a problem with the game is in its
hired driver mechanic. One of
the options that you can employ during a race is to hire a
driver, who will take your car
and race it for you. He then
receives a portion of your winnings. While the feature is
awesome and welcome, sometimes his AI isn't up to snuff. I
have watched my hired driver

hit the same wall in the same
place in every lap during a
particular race. It's troubling,
but probably more so in that
the CPU will do the same
thing. At least I know it isn't
just my driver being foolish,
but then again, I hit walls all
the time so I don't have too
much fault with it. It's just noticeable.
While there are two sequels to
the game out now, it wouldn't
hurt to take a look at Forza 2. It's
budget priced now and it's worth
picking up if you want a great
non-Gran Turismo simulation
experience, especially if you own
just an Xbox 360. Just watch out
for the walls taking paint off your
precious 1998 Supra.

Dungeon-crawling RPGs have
been one of my favorite types
of games for a long time now. I
usually play them on PC, and
I've become quite accustomed
to the keyboard-and-mouse
interface for them. I love being
able to have 10 or so hotkeys
for spell and skill launching.
So, playing dungeon crawlers
on consoles often seems like a
step back, but if a game is
made well enough, I can get
into it just as much as I could
any PC dungeon crawler.
Thankfully, D&D Heroes does
a wonderful job of simplifying
the complex control scheme of
the average PC dungeon
crawler, and comes off as a
pretty enjoyable experience.
The game is in a typical dungeon-crawling style. Most of
the game, you will be in dungeons or similar areas. You will
be fighting enemies, smashing
crates, opening treasure chests,
and finding keys to open
locked doors. Just a typical
dungeon crawler. I always
want to see what was around
the next corner, clear an area
before quitting, or wait until I
level up.
D&D Heroes lets you choose
between four heroes. They are
pretty much standard RPG
classes with little extra. You
have a standard fighter, a wizard, a cleric and a rouge. They
all have their advantages.
Fighters are tankers and can
take a lot of damage, wizards
can cast spells, clerics heal and
have some melee skills, and the
rogue uses a bow and arrow to
attack from a distance and can
also disarm traps.
The graphics in D&D Heroes
fit the game well. They are nothing spectacular, but they work.
Each area has its own design, so
you won't feel like you are in
the same place every time. The
game uses an overhead camera,
which can be zoomed in and
out and rotated with the right
analog stick. If you are a fan of
the pen-and-paper RPG, then
you will love the designs of the
creatures. The enemies mostly

look good, and you will have no
trouble distinguishing a troll
from a hobgoblin. A poweredup Magic Missile spell will send
balls of energy towards your
enemies, Meteor Shower will
pelt your enemies with meteors,
and the Ice Sphere spell will
freeze anything in its path, allowing you to shatter them into
pieces. While the graphics were
good for the most part, they far
from tap the Xbox's full potential, leaving you satisfied but
knowing that they could have
been better.
The music is perfect for the
game, but I've never expected
much from music in a dungeon
crawler, although Divine Divinity did spoil me with its excellent
soundtrack. You always have
music going at any given time in
the game. Some of the tracks are
reused, but they never really get
old. The sounds effects are well
done. Blocking attacks will give
you a nice armor clang, and
spells will echo through the halls
as you cast them.
The gameplay is the best part
of D&D Heroes. Simple-to-use
controls will allow you to jump
right into the game, and your
character will get stronger as
you progress. You will have
two buttons for spells and skills
and one button for item usage.
You can quick cycle them at any
time by pulling R trigger, and
using the D-pad. The system
works well for the most part,
but most people will find two
spells they like and will stick
with them for the most part.
Melee attacks will roll out in a
combo fashion when you mash

on the A button. The dungeons
and areas will start off small,
but will get more involved as
the game progresses. With four
characters to pick from, there
are four ways to get through the
game. I'm sure not much would
change, but the play styles for
the different classes should provide enough variety to make
people come back again. There
is also an up-to-four-player
mode that some people may
enjoy. On top of this, you can
import your character to any
multiplayer game after you
complete the game and save it.
So, you can level up your character even after you have completed the game. By moving to a
higher difficulty, you gain better armor and more experience.
If you like dungeon crawlers,
then this game should be a
must-play. If you like fantasy
RPGs this game is for you. If
you like hack-and-slash, this
game will make your thumbs
ache with joy. It may not challenge you like some other dungeon crawlers, but it's still a
very fun game. Any dungeoncrawling noobs should also
take a look at this game since
it's a great starting place for the
genre. Hardcore dungeon
crawling fans may want a little
more, but this game is perfect
for the casual dungeoncrawling fan.

I remember the days when Tony Hawk and
good extreme sports games were synonymous. It
wasn't that long ago that Hawk could release a
game and it was a million unit seller within the
first few weeks that it released. Alas, along came
Skate and changing demographics and there
went Mr. Hawk's hold on the genre. But Tony
Hawk's Pro Skater 3 was the pinnacle of his
dominance in the genre of skateboarding video
games and it still holds up as a decent if not staid
example of how things used to be done.
The crux of the Tony Hawk series has always
been outrageous stunts and getting air. It's no
different in THPS3. You still go to varied locations, grind to your heart's content, complete objectives and maybe create a career for someone.
Oh, and the create-a-skater feature is still there
with a little bit more juice to it.
The controls are simple and it's easy to pick up.
Before picking up the third game, I'd only played
the first for Dreamcast, and it wasn't that hard to
understand how things tied together controlwise.
When I wasn't slamming into rails or missing
jumps so that my avatar nearly killed herself, I
was actually enjoying the soundtrack. Featuring
tunes from the likes of Redman, Del tha Funkee
Homosapien and AFI, the soundtrack is decent. I
love the added bonus of being able to create an
in-game playlist.
The music actually adds to the atmosphere of
skating around, and while the audio can get obnoxious with stereotypical voice samples from
NPCs, it can be turned off. Really, the sound is a
boon here and couldn't be better.
I do have a few problems with the game,
though. I don't like that even though it's easy to

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 3
was the pinnacle of his
dominance in the genre of
skateboarding video games
and it still holds up as a decent if not staid example of
how things used to be done.
pick up and start playing, the game assumes that
you've played some form of THPS beforehand.
That's not necessarily so. The game assumes that
you know immediately how the combo system
works or how
to pull off special moves.
Though you
can change
the button
combinations
for the moves in the options, it still would be
great to get some kind of help. Also, the graphics
aren't exactly up to par.
While I recognize that this is a 2001-era game,
the visuals in some spots take a hit at high
speeds and the polygons are noticeable. My create-a-skater is pretty close in likeness but the
facial animation leaves something to be
desired.
This is a decent game, despite some small problems. There's lot to do on varied stages with different characters. I couldn't ask for more and this
is Hawk at the top of his game.
The series went downhill quickly after this so if
you're going to grind somewhere, this is the
place to be.

Editor's note: The reviewed version of this
game is from the Mega Man X Collection for
the PlayStation 2.

I am a BIG fan of the Mega
Man series. From the character
designs storylines and development of stage levels, Capcom has developed and maintained a perfect formula that
has redefined the standards of
the action platform genre in
video games. As a result, Mega
Man is indisputably a global
gaming icon that old-school
and new-school gamers recognize and respect hugely by
playing different incarnations
of the series on gaming consoles ranging from the original
NES to the Wii. In December
1993, Capcom decided to take
Mega Man to the next level by
jumping from the 8-bit world
to the 16-bit world, resulting in
a new chapter of the Mega
Man universe: “Mega Man X.”
Set in the 22nd century and
100 years after the original
Mega Man series, a new version of Mega Man built by Dr.
Light named ”X” is the basic
inspiration for “reploids,” robots who could think, feel,
learn and grow just like humans.
However, this peaceful utopia is ruined when reploids
commit acts of crime. They
become known as “maverick”
reploids who either willfully
participate or commit crime.
As a result, an elite military
force known as the “Maverick
Hunters” is established with
the mandate to ensure order at
maverick uprisings, assist with
disaster recovery and ultimately capture or dispose of
maverick reploids who pose a
threat to the general public.
The hunters’ leader, Sigma,
was thought at one time to be
immune from the defects that
cause mavericks, but has gone
rogue occupying a small island. He and his followers,
who were also leaders in the
Maverick Hunters, began to
call for all humans to be extinct, claiming that humans
limit the potential of all reploids. Now, humanity’s fate
lies with X and his partner,
Zero, to stop Sigma and his
maverick rebellion.
Most fans of the original
Mega Man series are familiar
with the run-and-gun gameplay style. MMX retains this
style, but has added some new
features never seen in the
Mega Man series. X can run,

jump and shoot his “X-buster”
weapon, but thanks to an
available upgrade, he can dash
forward more quickly and
gain the ability to jump higher,
climb and slide down walls.
Additional upgrades to X’s
legs, armor, helmet and Xbuster will result in increased
firepower and defense. Players
will also have the opportunity
to increase X’s energy bar by
collecting heart tanks and subenergy tanks hidden in certain

stages. Another advantage for
X is the ability to use special
mechs known as “Ride Armors” in certain stages to get
past tough areas and fight
lower-level enemies, in addition to using the hadoken from
Street Fighter once certain objectives are met.
The option of selecting stages
to start has remained, only this
time X must go through an
introductory stage before selecting a level. Controls for this

are simple; even those who
originally played MMX on the
SNES will have no problem
playing it on the PlayStation 2.
Fans of the Mega Man series
will appreciate that the variety
of enemies in MMX remains
fresh and original, thanks to
the valiant efforts of MM series
artist Keiji Inafune and his illustrative team to match maverick bosses with the various
underlings and hazards in the
respective stages. Another fea-

ture I picked up while playing
is that when X defeats a boss
and acquires their weapon,
some stages undergo slight
changes.
The music score for the game
by Capcom's Alpha Lyla house
band provides an energetic
beat without making you feel
hyperactive effects. Assuring
great replay value, Mega Man
X is perfect for those new to
the Mega Man Series and for
hardcore fans of the legendary
blue bomber.
Mega Man X is a fresh reboot
for one of Capcom's most
popular gaming series and one
of its most iconic characters. I
must note that as of GI press
time, the future of the Mega
Man series continuing is
doubtful because of the cancellation of Mega Man Universe
and Inafune leaving the company earlier in the year. While
we wait for Mega Man to
make his triumphant return to
the gaming world, Mega Man
X is guaranteed to delight action platform fans with good
classic adventure.

feature
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GI’S MORTALKOMBATT
TOURNAMENT
OURNAMENT
We're nearing the end of the tournament,
and a lot of fan favorites have disappeared.
No one could have expected Reptile to last
this long in the tournament or that SubZero or Scorpion would not be among
those left standing in the finals. This quarter, it's coming down to the wire and we've
got good matchups that require expert
play. At this late point in the tournament,
characters are desperate to stay alive and
see the light at the end of the tunnel. Who
will make it is anyone's guess so read on to
see how our semifinals in the winner's and
loser's brackets turned out.
We are prepared.
INSIDE

* Thank you to MKsecrets.net for the MKII advertisement.
* Thank you to Gamepro, MK Warehouse and Retromags.com

FIGHTER

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

ROUND 3

ROUND 4

ROUND 5

ROUND 6/
FINALS

WHERE WE
STAND

MATCH 17— Liu Kang vs. Mileena
Opening the match, Liu Kang got good offense going against the
speed queen. Following up a missed Flying Kick with another
helped him gain traction despite getting hit with a one-two-three
combo of a Ground Roll-sweep-throw from Mileena. Ending the
first round in a pull-the-trigger-first moment, Liu Kang managed to
notch a victory. However, despite only a few missed Flying Kicks,
they proved to be his undoing.
Mileena is a character you just can't afford to have mistakes
against. Liu Kang has to be just as fast as Mileena, and if he
isn't, he's got to cover all of his openings to prevent the
kind of quick damage she's known for racking up.

LYNDSEY

The one thing you have to remember when you
fight against Liu Kang is that his Fireballs can
come out of nowhere, high or low. So, you want
to make sure that Liu Kang is using his block
button more than anything else. In the first
round, Liu came out aggressive. I landed a nice
Ground Roll-foot sweep-throw combo. But Liu
countered with a Flying Kick-throw-Fireball
combo of his own. In the second and third
round, I played more passive aggressive. I used
Liu's tempo against him and a Teleport Kick help
to advance Mileena.

JAMIE
WINNER

MATCH 18— Johnny Cage vs. Reptile

LYNDSEY

Johnny Cage made the classic mistake of jumping into an uppercut at the start of the round.
Though Reptile is slow, Cage should have just
walked forward to cover the space. That mistake
led to big damage for Reptile. Getting hit by the
huge Force Ball-uppercut combo in the first
round did not do Cage any favors. Also, there
were a lot of missed Shadow Kick opportunities that could have helped as well as missed
Split Punch opportunities.

The winner of a Johnny Cage vs. Reptile match is usually Cage. Reptile is slow and
all of his moves have crazy recovery time. My tactic going into this was to
watch out for Cage's Shadow Kicks and to use the bare minimum of special moves. The first move of the round usually sets the tempo and morale
of the match. I landed a textbook-perfect uppercut against Cage in the beginning. Although I felt how big Cage's shoe was against my chest, I took
the round. In the second round, Mr. Cage landed a great jump kickShadow Kick combo. Low on morale after that combo, I tried to stay
close to Cage and look for any openings. It came when he attempted
an uppercut, and Reptile slid his way into victory.

JAMIE
WINNER

MATCH 19— Mileena vs. Reptile

LYNDSEY
WINNER

An incredible mismatch of speed, finesse and potency
is what characterized this match. In terms of tiers for
Mortal Kombat II, theoretically this is the fastest and
top-tier character in the game versus the slowest and
lowest-tier character. We've consistently pointed out
that Reptile is the slowest character and this is the
matchup where it's the most obvious and the biggest
liability. Mileena doesn't have to do much to beat
Reptile. All she has to do is keep the offensive
pressure on him and bring speed, and that is
what she did here. Despite actually losing a
round (she isn't totally invulnerable after all),
Mileena ramped up the damage and put on
a textbook display of how to stop Reptile
altogether.

I felt that this match was going to be a complete uphill battle in 3
feet of snow for Reptile. Mileena is the type of ninja that Reptile
dreams he could be. She is quick and can create mad combo
opportunities. And, did I mention she is quick? The only tactic I had was to win one round at a time. Mileena's Ground
Roll attack seemed to be a counter for Reptile's Slide. I only
used the Slide if I blocked a Ground Roll or a Teleport Kick
after that. But a knee to the gut laid Reptile flat after the first
round. In the second round, I decided to be more offensive by trying to take Mileena out of her game plan. The
starting uppercut followed by a Force Ball and jump kick
told me to stay at it. A few well-placed attacks and I survived the round. In the third round, I just couldn't get
anything going. Mileena cleaned Reptile's clock and
showed why she was advancing.

JAMIE

MATCH 20 — Kitana vs. Baraka

LYNDSEY

Kitana has many openings against Baraka, but a Square
Wave Flight is not one of them. Using that move and not
judging space properly is the ticket to losing a lot of life to
Blade Furies. Kitana was forced to go on the defensive and
that is not where she needs to be. She was lucky in the second round with a missed Fan Lift. Baraka's Blade Spark
projectile goes overhead just barely, so it missed and he
could not follow up with attacks because it would
have meant getting caught and a huge combo from
Kitana. However, Kitana was quickly dismantled in
a combination that saw blocked Fan Lifts and a
throw.

As I have stated before, the female ninjas' jump kick hit zones are
off. Sometimes you just can't hit them with an uppercut. But Kitana players are aggressive, and Baraka players are usually passive
-aggressive. This means that when you play with Baraka, most opponents will come to you. And when that happens, use the Blade
Fury vigorously. The main tactic in the first round was to catch Kitana in a Blade Fury every time she jumped. The strategy is to try
to get close enough for Blade Fury, but not too close for Fan Lifts.
During the second round, Kitana used a Square Wave Flight that
Baraka took advantage of. He did a single punch into Blade Fury
for MAJOR DAMAGE. A blocked Fan Lift (not sure how) and
a throw sent Baraka to the finals.

JAMIE
WINNER

GAMING INSURRECTION’S MKII BRACKETS
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VIDEO AND PODCAST ENABLED

KOMING NEXT
QUARTER

tech geeks
Steve Jobs
1955-2011

MP3 ROCKET
In need of a way to listen to
Internet radio, GI stumbled
upon MP3 Rocket.
It's a little bit of everything
all in one: Radio, TV and music player and YouTube
downloader. Finding our way

around the program wasn't
difficult though the initial
loading may be a bit much for
those in a hurry.
The Internet radio portion
has a myriad of stations so
whatever genre you're in the
mood for shouldn't be a problem to find.

The YouTube downloader
portion is extremely easy to
use and works without a
hitch.
Price: Free for basic; fee for
pro version
Where to download:
www.download.com;
www.mp3rocket.com

SCRIBEFIRE
ScribeFire is an excellent
choice for remote blogging
through FireFox addons. It's
been continuously updated
since at least 2008 and is fairly
stable. In our tests with it,
we've updated our personal
blogs as well as Gaming Insurrection's blogs quickly and efficiently. The main and most
impressive feature of ScribeFire is the fact that it enables
blogging without having to

login directly to a platform.
The add-on doesn't use a ton
of space in memory and can be
conveniently hidden away as a
small icon within FireFox's
display. Settings wise, you can

SAMSUNG PROPEL
The Samsung Propel comes to us by way of GI
Contributing Editor Brandon Beatty, who owns
the phone. In our time with it, we found it's not
a bad handset to have. Call reception is clear
and the display is quite nice, but the slide-out
QWERTY keyboard is troublesome even for
those of us who have small fingers. Also, the
phone offers a robust set of features and is fairly
reliable. It's not a smartphone but it is smartly
priced for users on a budget.
Price: Varies
Where to buy: Samsung.com, eBay.com

save your login information
for quick posting, and it works
extremely well with most
blogging platforms such as
Wordpress, LiveJournal and
Blogger.

By now, everyone knows
that Steve Jobs, the mercurial
leader of Apple, has died. It's
been three months since the
man, who brought Apple back
from the brink of destruction
in late '90s, died. I'm going to
say a few words about Jobs
not because I knew him; I didn't. I don't even use his products, really. But, he was important enough that he
touched my life in other ways
besides iPods, iPads and other
sundry things. He was a visionary who knew when to
lead, follow and get out of the
way.
No, I didn't personally know
Jobs. He wouldn't know me
from Jane on the street. As a
matter of fact, I don't own
anything Apple anymore. I
used to have an iPod that belonged to my husband and I
had iTunes installed on my
old battered desktop from the
ancient times of 2001. I even
had iTunes on my laptop, but
with the advent of Amazon's
MP3 service, I said goodbye
for good to Mr. Jobs. iTunes
was, quite frankly, a pain in
the ass. It was too big, bloated
and its proprietary nature didn't really sit well with my MP3
player, which wasn't — gasp
— a iPod. So, really, Jobs wasn't doing anything for me. But
I had to respect the man. If
there ever was a hype man
that earned his living by making the masses sway with anticipation and bated breath
because of “one more thing,”
it was Jobs.
Suddenly, I saw the light and
I thought, well, maybe it's
time to convert over to the
Mac platform and join the rest

He pulled himself
up by the bootstraps, took his intelligence and ran
all the way to the
bank with it. Even
as a primarily Windows user, I have to
admire the strength
and ingenuity of
a genius.
of humanity that moonlights
as graphic and page designers.
But then I looked at the cost.
'Lord Jesus on high,' I thought,
'there is no way my povertystricken self is ever going to be
able to afford the best of the
best of the best. I can't afford
Adobe products and I actually
need those so how will I ever
set foot in a mythic Apple
store and buy a MacBook?'
Not happening, I concluded.
But I still respected the man.
When the death of Mr. Jobs
was announced on Oct. 5, I
did my duty and I posted my
condolences on Facebook. Jobs
was someone to strive to be.
He was smart, and he may
have known it, but he was
smart and right … a lot of the
time. He pulled himself up by
the bootstraps, took his intelligence and ran all the way to
the bank with it. Even as a primarily Windows user, I have
to admire the strength and ingenuity of a genius.
So, here's to Steve Jobs. A
man, a myth and most importantly, a visionary.
Lyndsey Mosley is editor in chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She one day
dreams of affording a MacBook Air
at editor@gaminginsurrection.com

TECH BITS

WHITMAN

Steve Jobs, holding an
iPad, co-founded Apple
in 1976 with Steve
Wozniak. Jobs went on
to lead at NeXT, Pixar
and Disney.
Photo courtesy of
The Associated Press
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“The only allies are enemies.” That's
what the back of the box for StarCraft
says, and it holds true in the game. StarCraft features three distinct races: the
vagabond Terrans, the technologically
advanced Protoss and the insidious and
life-consuming Zerg. What's special
about this is that nothing like it had
ever been done before. Previous realtime strategy games such as Command
& Conquer, Total Annihilation and
even the Warcraft series may have had
different sides, but they were all essentially the same. StarCraft's races are
startlingly different from one another.
None of the units, save the workers
perhaps, had any true parallel; all three
had different means of constructing
buildings, and of course, the strategies
that you developed for winning with
one race were always unique to that
race alone.
Blizzard ensured to a great extent that
you couldn't employ the same methods
with one race that worked with another. To crown this achievement of
diversity between the units and races,
Blizzard tied the package together with
the most important element of any RTS,
the element that determines if a game in
this genre is good or not … balance.
That's right — StarCraft has absolutely perfect balance, balance that hasn't been seen in an RTS before or since.
Somehow, Blizzard made it so that
space marines and tanks, cybernetic soldiers and monsters ripped straight from
an "Aliens" film would stand equal on
the field of battle.
There's a counter-strategy to every
strategy in this game. To top it off, StarCraft is blessed with top-notch voice
acting, an extremely engaging and epic
story (complete with greed, betrayal,
and power struggles), a cast of genuine
and well-developed characters, and a
fitting soundtrack plus sound effects.
Also, if I failed to mention it earlier,
StarCraft is a visual masterpiece. It
looked far better than anything else on
the market when it hit the shelves, and
the graphics continue to hold up well
today. Blizzard's free online service,
Battle.net, allows you to play against
hundreds of thousands of people across
the globe at any time.
This game is literally incapable of getting old, and that's where its beauty
lies: No matter how well you hone your
technique, it can always be improved.

StarCraft is easy to pick up, and impossible to truly master.
Between the great single player, the
unparalleled multiplayer, and the map
editor (yes, you can create your own
maps, campaigns and new game modes
and take them online) you'll never stop
playing StarCraft.
Brood War is an expansion set to the
original StarCraft.
The story picks up right where the
original left off, and I can assure you
that Blizzard pulled out all the stops
here. The plot development, the characters, everything is absolutely fantastic.
It's a full length game; each race gets a
campaign just like in StarCraft. These
campaigns are far more challenging,

however, and if you did not master the
first you're in for a rough time.
Also, the jaw-dropping FMV sequences are back. I didn't mention those
earlier, did I? Oh well, more icing on
the cake. The additions to the actual
game include some new map titlesets to
battle across such as desert, ice, and
Shakuras (the homeworld of the Dark
Templar), two new units for each race,

more in-game music, and a separate
section of Battle.net so that you can play
the expansion online.
The map editor was also updated, allowing players to take advantage of the
new content. Most importantly, the
game's balance was left intact. Brood
War truly is a great expansion, and a
worthy addition to the StarCraft universe.
I'd gladly spend $20 on either of these
games standalone: To get them and
their strategy guides for that price is
almost unbelievable. Honestly, I don't
know how Blizzard can offer gamers
such a deal. Back in the day, just the
strategy guide cost that much. You
aren't going to get any more bang for
your buck than with this package;
there's hundreds of hours of gaming to
enjoy here.
You have a flawless RTS, its expansion, and the strategy guides for each
all at a bargain-bin price. This is, without a doubt, one of those rare “musthave” releases that only come around
so often.
If you don't believe me, then look at
the numbers: The 7 million-plus copies
sold and the hundreds of thousands
still playing on Battle.net stand as a testament to StarCraft's success. Although
a countless number of titles have come
after it, StarCraft remains the finest
game in its genre.
For many, including me, it's the best
game of all time. Do yourself a favor
and buy it now. You have nothing to
lose.

Mortal Monday. Sept. 13, 1993, was
one of the most anticipated days in the
history of fighting games. Mortal Kombat was coming home for a variety of
systems, and depending on which system you owned, this was either a reward or slap on the hand. In the case of
the Super Nintendo version, Mortal
Monday wasn't necessarily a good
day.
There's not much that can be said
about the Mortal Kombat series that
hasn't already been said in the nearly 19
years since its original release. Pick a
character, fight to the death through a
tournament and save the world along
the way. It's a premise that has essentially worked for the series the entire
time and it works best in the original
game. While its controversial finishing
moves and gore were sometimes the
focus, there was and still is a solid fighting game experience to be had underneath. The engine actually makes sense
and moves work.
The SNES version MK has a lot in
common with its big-brother arcade
counterpart in terms of looks and
sound. The graphics are gorgeous faithful representations of the arcade original. The feel of playing at a standup
cabinet of yore is there and the sound is
at its bone-crunching best. There are
only a few places where I could tell the
difference between the arcade and arranged music, and even then, it was
slight.
The port also controls fairly well, considering the translation of moves from
arcade to console was something that
not every company managed to correctly do at the time. It's a smooth motion to perform moves, and it's not hard
to pull off finishing moves. There's a lot
of leeway given in the timing and it's
helpful, especially when attempting the
Test Your Might stages.
I'll admit it: I have a soft spot when it
comes to Mortal Kombat. However,
where I have major problems with this
port are the ridiculous decision to censor the game and the cost prohibitive
silliness of the cartridge format at the
time.
Whoever decided at Nintendo to censor the game made the now-defunct
game publisher Midway pay a steep
price. Blood was nowhere to be found
and fatalities were changed. A game
that prides itself on being the goriest
and most realistic on the market was
reduced to a cut-up shell of itself thanks
to Nintendo's policy of family-friendly
products.

The SNES port could have been the
definitive version of the game, with
near-perfect graphics and sound, yet
Nintendo felt the need to hamper it by
meddling with the foundation of the
Mortal Kombat experience. Throw in
the fact that the SNES port also cost $70
when it was released, and you have a
sure-fire recipe for low sales.
Don't get me wrong, though, it still
sold. It sold like hotcakes, but it is a
known fact that the SNES version sold
nowhere near the amount of copies that
the Sega Genesis port sold and it's for
these reasons mostly.
So, where does Mortal Kombat hold
up in the sea of fighting games? It's a

gorgeous port of an arcade classic and
now that prices of SNES games are in
the single digits, it's beyond affordable.
Two years ago, I purchased the cartridge again to complete my collection
of MK games, and it was at best $8. If
you can get around the fact that the basic foundation of the game is ruined by
Nintendo's misguided policy of the
early ’90s (which was “corrected” in

time for the release of Mortal Kombat
II, by the way), and that you have to
use a Game Genie cheat code to change
the “sweat” into “blood” (which still
doesn't fix the altered finishing moves),
then the SNES version of Mortal Kombat is your game.
Otherwise, I'm inclined to pick up the
excellent Mortal Kombat Arcade Kollection and let the SNES version call it a
day.
There's simply too many options out
there today to dally with a poor representation of an 18-year-old game.

Ah, arcade side-scrolling shooters, how I love thee.
During my early days as a budding young gamer, I
spent my time at my favorite gaming watering hole,
Aladdin’s Castle, playing the best games the video
gaming world has to offer. During my time at Aladdin’s Castle in Columbia, S.C., I was treated to a classic
shooter that nearly robbed me of my tokens and yet
drew me back to it like a moth to a flame. The game’s
effect was so strong to me that just hearing the soundtrack alone made me act out my “Top Gun” fantasies
and button-mash to my heart's content. Did I also
mention that this game is actually has anime connections? This is the glory that is Capcom’s U.N. Squadron for the Super Nintendo Entertainment System.
In U.N. Squadron, players assume the role of Shin
Kazuma, Mickey Simon or Greg Gates, elite pilots of a
U.N. peacekeeping force whose mission is to stop a
terrorist group known as Project 4 by using their specialized fighter planes throughout 10 unique levels.
Like many side-scrolling shooters, U.N. Squadron
takes elements from classic shooters such as Gradus,
1942 and 1943 but with some differences. Instead of
the pilot being killed with one hit, U.N. Squadron has
a energy bar that players can monitor the number of
hits their jets take in addition to increasing strength
through powerups left by destroyed enemy aircraft.
As I mentioned earlier, UNS is based off of an anime
series known as “Area 88,” which U.N. Squadron is

known as in Japan with the same characters
(contributing editor's note: The “Area 88” anime
will be reviewed in a future edition of Otaku Corner). Despite the anime connection, Capcom
did an excellent job of researching the military
vehicles used in U.N. Squadron for the good
guys’ roster of the F-20 Tigershark, F-10 Tomcat, and the A-10 Thunderbolt and the bad
guys’ lineup of military might including the
infamous SR-71 Blackbird and the notorious
Stealth Bomber of 1990 Gulf war legend, guaranteeing a true test of one’s aerial fighting
skills.
Fortunately, Capcom did keep the option of
allowing players to buy special weapons and
stronger shields before entering a new level in addition to the SNES port exclusive of players having the
chance to buy stronger aircraft. Players will also appreciate that unlike the arcade version, the SNES version gives three lives at the start and extra lives can be
earned in addition to three continues.
The controls for UNS will require calm and steady
reflexes because of the absolute onslaught of Project
4’s military might, yet will provide classic arcade action that seasoned gaming vets expect. The original
arcade music written by composer Manami Mastumae
is intact, except for the “canyon” stage theme, which
was used for the Battleship “Minks” stage.
While playing UNS, I welcomed back all of the
adrenaline-pumping and button-smashing feelings I

got the first time as if I
was playing this game
for the first time. Good
times, people. Good
times.
U.N. Squadron is
truly deserving of being among the list of games required for gamers to truly connect to video gaming’s
past, present and future. Capcom once again has
shown their competitors that passion for excellence
and quality never rests. My advice for those who still
have their SNES systems: Get U.N. squadron, strap on
your parachutes and get ready for some old-school,
single-player arcade action. “Top Gun” music soundtrack is optional.

It's not so much of what's
been said about Earthworm
Jim; it's what hasn't been said
about the game that I really
have a problem with. I wasn't
enamored with the game when
it first hit consoles in 1993. I
consider myself to be an eclectic person, but even this was
way too far out there.
When I think back on EJ, I
think about the fact that critics
were all over this game, sopping up the visuals and proclaiming it to be the second
coming of Mario in the 16-bit
era. Maybe it did look good
and maybe it did have slightly
smooth gameplay but, honestly, you can't compare just
anything to Mario and get
away with it.
The story is actually interesting despite the comparisons.
The weird sense of humor did
more for the game than everything else and it's present in
the storytelling and the
visuals. Even after 18 years,
the game still remains gorgeous. Classic characters such
as Princess What's-Her-Name
and Peter Puppy give life to
the beautifully drawn backgrounds. I didn't think 1993
graphics could still hold up
well, but in terms of graphics
this is nearly in the same
league as Donkey Kong Country, which is no easy feat.
While you're still marveling
over 18-year-old graphics, let's
talk a minute about the gameplay. Now, it's easy to make
that Mario comparison if you
care at all about platformers.
EJ came around at the tail end
of the platforming golden age,
a time where just about every
serious console had some sort
of franchise to throw in the
ring.
While it has great mechanics,
I don't feel that the platforming has a Mario-type polish to
it. It's great, make no mistake,
but it's not as comfortable as it
should be.
I had trouble aiming despite
the eight-way mechanism and,
more often than not, jumping
did not feel precise. Given the
pace of the game, the jumping
should feel clean and solid and
it didn't. In addition, there
were too many cheap deaths
from annoying enemies. Nothing makes me not want to finish a game than being attacked
from all sides constantly by
multi-spawing enemies.
And, quite honestly, I'm not a
fan of toilet humor in my

games. I have never been a fan
of using grossness to sell
something. And what really
bothers me is the fact that EJ
doesn't need that. It's a beautiful game with a weird sense
humor. The weirdness of it all
is, and should be, the selling
point, not ridiculous levels
akin to picking my nose.
I do not want to see snot in
my games. I blow my nose and
see mucus; do I really need to
see it in my games? I had the
same problem then as I do
now with Earthworm Jim's

attempts to appeal to the
masses by using the lowest
common denominator: If you
have to be crass to sell your
game, well, you haven't got
much to sell. That doesn't
mean it has to be all fire flowers and stars and sunshine all
of the time; what it means is I

don't want to play something
at 30 that at 13 did nothing for
me. Snot and intestine jokes
weren't funny then and aren't
funny now. And if you think I
have a problem with this in
Earthworm Jim, then just you
wait for the Boogerman review. I promise it won't be
pretty.
If the slightly sloppy jumping
mechanics, bathroom humor
and annoying AI aren't a turn
off, then you've got something
underneath in Earthworm Jim
that's at the very least play-

able. It's not perfect but it's
good. And it certainly deserves its praise … to a point.
The story is great, the graphics
are beautiful and the soundtrack, from noted video game
music composer Tommy Tallarico, is amazing. But the pink
elephant in the room that no
one wanted to say in 1993 and
1994 is what I'm going to say
now: It's no Mario and allusions cast otherwise make expectations far too inflated for
what I consider a merely good
game.

MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT: CABLE
Nathan Christopher Charles Summers
X-Men, New Mutants/X-Force, Six Pack

W

e should start out by
saying that we're
longtime comic fans.
We've followed Marvel's heroes for years and we've read issues of the Ultimates when it debuted.
There's one word that describes the Ultimates perfectly — cinematic. From the
dramatic art to the epic storytelling, the
comic had all the makings of a great
film. We always hoped they'd make a
live-action version of it, but it's easy to
see why Marvel would choose it as the
first of their adult-oriented animation.
So, how did it translate from the
printed page to the small screen? Not too
shabby in our opinion.
The first thing any fan of Marvel will
note about this animated movie is that
the dark and violent edge has been taken
off of Mark Millar's story. This is understandable since they want to market this
film to the widest audience possible, but
it also removes some of the plot points
that made it unique.
For example, Hank Pym doesn't abuse
his wife, Janet. They bicker, but there's
no domestic abuse anywhere. Captain
America doesn't beat the crap out of
Hank and break his jaw. The Hulk is also
violent, but he isn't the embodiment of
the male psyche run amok. (He doesn't
want to kill Freddie Prinze Jr. for being
on a date with Betty.) That being said,
though, elements of that edge are still
present mainly in the action scenes. The
Hulk breaks Giant Man's knee. The
Wasp flies into Hulk's ear in a memorable moment. We also see Captain America fly a plane into a German base from
the spectacular opening of the comic. So,
though it has been watered down to a
degree, there's still a little bit of the edge
left.
The film takes a few key scenes and
the overall alien invasion plot and reshuffles it around to fit the needs of people with attention deficit disorder. For
example, you have memorable scenes
like the Hulk's rampage (now at the end
of the story), Captain America's opening
battle and Steve Rogers' revival. However, you also have some changes like a

Telekinesis and telepathy. Enhanced eyesight through his technoorganic eye and enhanced strength and durability in parts affected by the virus. Cable is
also proficient in most weaponry created.
Cable is the son of Scott Summers (the X-Men's Cyclops) and Madelyne Pryor, a clone of the X-Men's Jean Grey. When Cable was born, Pryor tried to sacrifice the child who was already supposed to be a weapon for Mr. Sinister to use against
Apocalypse. Sinister had created Pryor to continue his manipulation of the Summers
bloodline. Shortly after Pryor committed suicide, Cable was infected with a technoorganic virus by Apocalypse. To save the child, Cyclops sent him to the future with
the Clan Askani, headed by a future version of Cable's sister, Rachel Summers
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or Mother Askani.
While in the future, Mother Askani did two things: First, she halted the spread
of the virus so that it is just on the left side of Cable's body; and two, she created a clone of the child. This clone, later stolen by Apocalypse, was raised to become Stryfe.

HOW WE GRADE

new action scene involving a battle at a
SHIELD base, a plane rescue scene by
Iron Man and the alien invasion set in
New York. There are also some changes
to the characters. In the comic, Iron Man
had a huge staff helping him maintain
the suit while in this film Tony Stark
works solo and anonymously. Thor is
also a little different: He's still an activist,
but this time, the Norse god is saving the
whales, which is ironic since Norway is
one of two countries still hunting
whales. You'd think Vikings would like
whale burgers.
The animation in the film is a bit different. The character designs and backgrounds look pretty good, and the characters are highly detailed and full of
color. There are times when the animation is spectacular, mainly during the
fight scenes, however, the quality seems
to waver between a Saturday morning
animation and big-screen animation. It
never quite achieves the level of excellence that most adult audiences have
come to expect. They seem to be aiming
for anime level of quality, but it never
quite reaches it. The end result seems to
be just what Marvel intends — animation that is just good enough to tell the
story and cheap enough that they can
crank it out quickly cash in, then move

8.6

to the next film.
The voice actors of this movie did a
great job. Each voice seemed to fit with
each character. There is some heavy star
power for this project. And you feel that
experience in every line and scene. Fred
Tatasciore, who voices Hulk on many
projects is here. He makes you think that
he has always been the Hulk with every
roar, scream and referring to himself in
third person. Justin Gross (Captain
America) is Ryu Hayabusa in Ninja
Gaiden series and the Dead or Alive series. Nolan North has made his name
known all over the place, notably as
Deadpool in ‚Hulk VS.‛ The voice acting
works great and nothing seems dry or
out of place. And if you think you can
make a better Thor, you should watch
some of the other people try out for
those parts and see if you add up to
these experienced actors.
The Ultimate Avengers is a great
movie for superheroes fans of all ages.
There is something for everyone here:
There's a love story, someone trying to
find their place in this world, a guy who
wants to protect the world from the people in it, and a story of friends from different world. This is what the kids of all
ages look for in a superhero story.

HOW WE GRADE

Once the child was healed, and had been raised by Scott and Jean in the future, he defeated
Apocalypse and Jean and Scott returned to the present time. Cable later was framed for an
assassination attempt on Professor Charles Xavier by Stryfe, who lead a rebel group
against him. Cable married and had a child, Tyler, but his wife was killed by Stryfe. Cable then traveled to the 20th century when Stryfe fled there. He founded Six Pack and
reformed the New Mutants into X-Force. He also destroyed the present-day Apocalypse
and rescued and cared for the mutant messiah infant Hope.
Madelyne Pryor (Goblin Queen), mother; Scott Summers
(Cyclops), father; Jean Grey (Phoenix), mother; Rachel Summers (Phoenix), sister; Alex
Summers (Havok), uncle; Christopher Summers (Corsair), grandfather; Katherine
Summers, grandmother; Gabriel Summers (Vulcan), uncle; Nate Grey (X-Man), genetically identical alternate reality version; Stryfe, clone; Aliya, wife; Tyler, son;
Hope Summers (adult), wife; Hope Summers (infant), adopted daughter
Marvel vs. Capcom 2
X-Men the Animated Series (television), X-Men Legends II: Rise of Apocalypse (Sony PSP), X-Men 2: Game Master's Legacy (Sega Game Gear), XMen: Reign of Apocalypse (GameBoy Advance); Marvel Ultimate Alliance 2 (multiplatform)

I

don't know where the inclination to
bash a direct comic book movie has
come from in recent years, but it honestly needs to stop.
I don't know about the various movie critics
out there, but I love a good comic book movie.
And, if it just so happens that to achieve this
rare feat someone must copy a comic panel by
panel, then so be it.
That's much more preferable than watching
some mangled chop job by a director hack who
doesn't ‚get it.‛

Take for instance ‚Sin City.‛ Every time I
turned on the TV or read a review, someone was
bashing the film because it was ‚too close to the
comic.‛
You've got to be kidding me. It was perfect.
Everything that I knew about the comic actually
came from the movie and inspired me to pick it
up, not the other way around.
So what if it was lifted nearly word for word?
I'd rather have that than a butchered idea based
See STRIP TALK, PAGE 25

TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — TOP 5 WTF ULTIMATE AVENGERS LINES

H

ello, fellow otaku. welcome
back to another segment of
‚Otaku Corner‛ where my
job is to review anime and
manga for your leisure. In a previous OC
review, I covered the first issue of Viz Medias’ adaptation of the ‚All New Tenchi
Muyo!‛ graphic novel series in which good
times of watching Tenchi and Co. on Cartoon Network's ‚Toonami‛ block were revived. ‚Long live the Absolution Revolution,‛ I say. Now, with my shoutout to a legendary show complete, let us board Ryo-ohki Airlines, Flight 803 to check out the second installment of the ‚All-New Tenchi
Muyo: Doom Time.‛
In this second volume, Tenchi and Co. are at
it again doing what they do best: Flirting, bickering to no end, and keeping Earth and the rest
of the universe safe from the most outlandish
and roguish villains ever known though seven
chapters. In ‚Doom Time,‛ hence the subtitle,
Washu invents a very cool device to alter time;
trouble is, everyone except Ryo-oh-ki and a cute
little visitor named Taro are trapped in time
where Team Masaki is literally fighting against
the clock to stay alive and keeping young Taro
safe. Next, our favorite goofball in uniform, Mihoshi, finds herself in the middle of a bank robbery that quickly goes beyond awry when the
proposed robber grabs Mihoshi ‘s gun resulting
in teaching would-be criminals why crime does
not pay at all.
Poor Sasami has three chapters in which she
is the star; only she is helping the others to fight
against cute-yet-murderous building restoration robots and to somehow keep her father
from annihilating her fellow classmates. Finally,
Washu and the gang face off against an old enemy, Dr. Clay, and his newest weapon: an evil
clone of Washu. Programmed at first to strike at
Washu, it has the entire household facing off
against not one but five clones known as ‚Dark
Washu,‛ setting off a ‚to be continued‛ storyline for Vol. 3.
While reading this second installment of
‚Tenchi Muyo,‛ I found that everything that
pulled me to this series is still here, keeping the
sprit of the Tenchi anime and manga series intact and introducing a new generation of anime
fans to harem manga that isn't just girls domain.
The action elements are superb in feeding
adrenaline junkies their lust for action without
overuse of ‚Gundam‛ or ‚Dragon Ball Z‛ elements. I must inform you that there is fan service abound in this issue. Ryoko’s cover shot,
while alluring, passes the standards and practices rules.
Viz Media has earned the respect of Tenchi
fans by having the English adaptation team of

Is there anything better than watching your favorite superheroes using their superpowers to save the world from certain doom? The answer: Yes, listening to those same superheroes deliver some of the best and memorable lines you will hear at some of the best moments in Marvel's Ultimate Avengers animated film. This quarter, we salute the Avengers
crew's witty delivery in the face of danger.

writer Fred Burke, translator Lillian Olsen and
editor Eric Searleman dive into the Tenchi
Muyo phenomenon, understanding that Tenchi
Muyo is a cornerstone of Japanese animation
and not the latest moneymaking franchise. Hitoshi Okuda’s talent in the storyline and art
areas will make you feel as if you're watching
your own personal episode of TM without any
commercial breaks.
My favorite scenes of the manga were in
chapter five when King Jurai tries to teach one
of Sasami's classmates about manners in his
own way, and in chapter seven when Washu

and Dark Washu engage in intellectual and
physical combat. I felt the action and the intense
rivalry seeming from the pages. Anyone who is
fortunate to pick a copy of a Tenchi Muyo
manga will definitely get their money’s worth
as great care in the English adaptation and the
combination of excellent art and storyline ensures a great time for all without compromise.
As I close out this edition of Otaku Corner, I
would like to take this time to say thanks to
you, the readers, for reading this column; it was
something that Lyndsey, Jamie and myself
thought about for a while within GI and finally
added to the video game realm in which anime
and manga have a strong connection with Japan. Again, I say thank you, and now must fasten my seat belt per stewardesses Mihoshi,
Ayaka and Ryoko as Ryo-oh-ki Airways Flight
803 has safely landed and awaits its treat of all
things carrots. I wonder where was she when I
needed a veggie wingman?
Brandon Beatty is contributing editor of
Gaming Insurrection. He can be reached by email at
brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com
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on something that might resemble a video game
movie (see: every Batman film after Returns and
and Super Mario Bros.).
Another example? ‚Watchmen.‛ It, too, was
criticized because of its close proximity to the
comic book, and yet, what some critics didn't
realize was that the movie changed some key
elements.
If they'd actually bothered to read the comic
AND watch the movie, they would have known
that. But somehow, it was too
abstract and
‚comic-like‛ to do
well. Damned if
you do, damned if
you don't.
If it hadn't been
just like the comic,
someone would
have criticized the
movie for straying
too far from its
roots.
But because it
was identical to
the comic in nearly
every respect, it
was deemed too close to its source.
Really, movie critics, throw me a bone
here.
As a comic book fan, I'm glad we're moving
past the point where movies based on properties are garbage adaptations that have nothing
to do with the characters' past or present activities and don't make a drop of sense. If someone
wants to give me exactly what I can pick up a
book and read, more power to them. In an
analogous school turn, I'd rather they study and
do their homework than to not do the reading.

If someone wants
to give me exactly
what I can pick
up a book and
read, more power
to them. In an
analogous school
turn, I'd rather
they study and do
their homework
than to not do the
reading.

Lyndsey Mosley is editor in chief of Gaming Insurrection.
She enjoys direct panel lifts at
gicomics@gaminginsurrection.com

Where in
the world do
fighting
games
come from?

T

here aren't that
many companies making
fighting games
these days. But those that
do and did previously have
homes around the world.
Some franchises aren't active in the present and
some have revitalized
themselves after years of
decline. Find where your
favorite fighting game
comes from in the major
market for game companies across the globe.

EVOLVES AT
LEVEL 7

ON TAP THIS QUARTER:

EVOLVES AT
LEVEL 10

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

POISON STING

POISON

1

HARDEN

NORMAL

1

FURY ATTACK

NORMAL

12

STRING SHOT

BUG

1

HARDEN

NORMAL

7 (YELLOW)

FOCUS ENERGY

NORMAL

16

TWINEEDLE

BUG

20

RAGE

NORMAL

25

PIN MISSILE

BUG

30

AGILITY

PSYCHIC

35

No. 13 — Weedle
No. 14 — Kakuna
No. 15 — Beedrill

EDITOR’S NOTES:
WEEDLE

KAKUNA

BEEDRILL

WHAT TO KEEP AND DELETE

A note from the editor

SONGS THIS QUARTER
PARANOiA (KCET Clean mix) / 2MB
Captain Jack (Grandale Remix)
/Captain Jack

Baby Baby Gimme Your Love/Divas

DDR Spotlight notes

E

ye of the Beholder, the first title in a trilogy released for the PC, somehow managed to get a
port to the SNES. From the second I picked up
my controller to the time I put it down in frustration, I could find no word better than bland to describe
this game. Different than other dungeon crawlers, Eye of
the Beholder is in first-person mode at all times. Seeing as
the game essentially cut out all the things from Dungeons
& Dragons that would confuse the casual gamer, the game
that you actually get to play doesn't seem to much resemble Dungeons and Dragons at all.
From the start of your adventure, you're given the task of
creating your four characters to venture into the dark dungeon. Make note: You
don't get a map. Not only
are some of the areas hard
enough to navigate from
memory, but also there's
teleporters, traps and invisible walls to beat your
mind into submission.
The story is not really here. The dungeon under the town
is where an evil beholder lives. The town hires your party
to venture into the depths of the dungeon to destroy the
beholder and bring peace to their town. Soon after entering
the dungeon, your escape route will be blocked by a cavein. The townspeople, instead of trying to help you out of
the cave in case you need to come back for supplies, apparently decide it would be better to go home and do nothing,
hoping that four random people they don't know can defeat the monster living under their town. Every so many
floors, you're treated to a little snippet of story, but it's
pretty meaningless.
You have to rest for your group to heal. While resting,
three other things happen. First of all, you could get attacked by wandering monsters, which will wake you up
and make you fight. This only happened to me once, but be
prepared for an ambush. Secondly, as you rest, your mage
can memorize his spells and your cleric can petition hers.

The third, and probably most important thing you need to
know about resting, is that it reduces your food. As you
progress through the game, your characters have a bar representing their food that slowly decreases. Once you get
low, you can just take one of the rations you've found while

wandering the dungeon.
Enemies can be seen from a distance, and as they close in
on you, they can be hit by your short-range weapons.
While they're at a distance, they're subject to being pelted
by your stones and spells. Once they do get within dis-

tance, your two characters that are located at the front of
your party can swing their melee weapons. Your characters
in the back row won't be able to hit the enemy. After you
swing your weapon, it will be grayed out for a short
amount of time. While it's gray, you can't take any actions
with that weapon. You can, however, still throw a dagger
or swing with another weapon your character is holding in
their other hand. After two seconds or so, the original
weapon will once again be usable. The first enemies you
meet are rather weak. As you go on, it's another story. Although most enemies will still fall to the almighty sword,
sooner or later you're going to meet up with an enemy that
can actually hit you, and it hurts. Soon after that, you'll find
enemies that can inflict poison and paralysis.
The controls simply stink. I know that when taking a
game that is normally played on a keyboard and putting it
on a system with so few buttons there's going to be complications, but I couldn't tell you how often I accidentally
went into free move and fell into a hole while all I wanted
to do was access my inventory and use my lockpicks. Not
to mention that, once in free move, I wander into enemies,
and in an attempt to navigate myself over to my characters'
weapons so I can counterattack, I accidentally run around
the floor eventually into a wall, get stuck between two enemies and die.

There are very few sound effects, and the few there are
have generic sounds associated with them. Swinging a
blunt weapon results in a sound like ramming your head
into a wall, and swinging a sword gives you the sound you
hear when you swing a golf club or something really fast.
Nothing spectacular to speak of. The background music
only changes every few floors, and you'll get tired of it
quickly. The graphics are what you would expect from a
first-person dungeon crawl. The walls themselves repeat
continuously, with the exception of a shelf or a sewer grate
on them. Every few floors, you'll get a new wall to go along
with the change in music, but those walls repeat in the exact same way. The enemies will exhibit a few frames of
movement when they attack instead of just moving forward a little or shaking back and forth like other games are
likely to do. You also get to see the spells work, although
they're not really the visual explosions of fire you'll see in
other games.
Eye of the Beholder is not a game that I would suggest
you play. If you obtain it through dubious means, then
you're not out anything, but unlike other games from earlier systems, this one doesn't really offer anything you can't
find elsewhere in better form. There's been better dungeon
crawlers made since Eye of the Beholder, and there were
better ones made before it. Do yourself a favor and try one
of them out instead.
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LOOKING FOR OLDER ISSUES?

IT’S KOMBAT TIME

Fall is saying goodbye with winter fast approaching
in Tokyo. Bundle up with photos of Fall 2011!

October 2011

On the way to sell things at

The

Waiting to catch fish is never

I decided to visit Tangie. Wow,

Nookington’s.

Leaving the house on another
adventure ...

I

remodeled

my

once again for fall.

living

GameCube

interesting for my home.

looks

room

her house is fruity!

fun!

My upstairs bedroom features diner tile
and cricket in the bathroom area. At least
he isn’t on top of the fireplace!

block

One trick for catching ants
is

to

ground.

lay

candy

on

the

November 2011

I decided to stop and chit

Paying

room.

found

a

ranch

the

Leaving to go outside for the

I met a new neighbor today:

to relax.

Peaches!

dresser

that

one

of

my

neighbors buried within town. It’s worth some

Bells, but I think I will actually use this in my
house.

of

I decided to watch a little TV

day.

I

some

monster debt that I owe.

chat with Bill.
An aerial view of my living

off

I

usually

don’t

correct

grammar but … this is bad.

December 2011

My new neighbor Chevre was

I love to visit the lighthouse

Standing

Tom Nook never changes his

out for a stroll.
I made my first visit to the
island and met Elina.

and watch the waves.

Watching television at home
while wearing my aloha shirt.

bedroom.

in

the

upstairs

spiel.

Kapp’n offered to take me to the super-secret
island. I wasn’t fond of the boat trip but
getting there was just part of the fun.

It’s almost time for Christmas! I bought a festive tree.

